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archive/insights/Priming%20the%20Pump_omidyar%20
network_sept_2012.pdf
“From Blueprint to scale: the case for Philanthropy in 
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blueprinttoscale.html
usaid value chain development Wiki. 
Find it here: https://www.microlinks.org/good-practice-
center/value-chain-wiki
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 oJk  indonesian Financial  
services authority 
 MBa Monterrey Bay aquarium, 
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 Msc Marine stewardship council
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 usaid united states agency for 
international development
“towards investment in sustainable Fisheries: a 
Framework for Financing the transition” by lucy holmes, 
kent strauss, klaas de vos, and kate Bonzon. Project of 
environmental defense Fund and the Prince of Wales’s 
international sustainability unit in cooperation with 
50in10.
Find it here: http://www.50in10.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/07/fisheries_handbook.pdf
“conservation Finance: Moving Beyond donor Funding 
toward an investor driven approach” by credit suisse, 
World Wildlife Fund and Mckinsey and company. 
Find it here: https://www.credit-suisse.com/media/cc/docs/
responsibility/conservation-finance-en.pdf
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connecting the dots: 
summary of Findings
We assessed four developing country fisheries (dcFs) in 
two countries and one fishery in the u.s. each fishery we 
assessed provided a piece of a larger puzzle, allowing us 
to identify the components of a sustainable seafood value 
chain and its relationship to stock health, which in turn, 
drives value chain health. We present this value chain as 
an integrated framework on page 6. 
While we were unable to identify viable triple bottom 
line (tBl)1 impact investment opportunities in dcFs, 
which are common in agriculture in developing markets, 
we did identify an emerging set of opportunities in the 
u.s. indeed, the u.s. fishery had the largest number 
of sustainable, investable, tBl opportunities; the 
“sustainability” of this fishery is owed to its biological 
recovery, which a legally mandated, scientifically informed 
quota system has fostered.
conditions in the u.s. fishery provide valuable contrast to 
the dcFs and some important lessons. the presence of 
a legally recognized and enforced management system, 
as found in the u.s. fishery, is clearly a prerequisite for 
development of investable enterprises in a sustainable 
wild capture seafood value chain. however, despite 
the improvements at the resource level, the continued 
challenges harvesters face in the u.s. fishery are 
consistent with those in the dcFs assessed, due to their 
lack of access to appropriate information, infrastructure, 
markets and market data. 
1 triple bottom line refers to accounting for not only the financial bottom line, 
but also social and environmental outcomes
as our need for the oceans to provide us with food and 
livelihoods increases, the sustainability of fisheries 
becomes increasingly vital. one of the key components 
of fisheries value chain sustainability is the long-term 
economic sustainability of the fishermen. Without proper 
conditions to allow organizations to innovate and scale, 
economic, ecological and social returns are even more 
difficult to realize. 
Wilderness Markets, with the support of the david and 
lucile Packard Foundation and the Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation, undertook a series of fishery value 
chain assessments to better understand the opportunities 
and constraints for private impact capital to flow into wild-
capture fisheries markets. Building on extensive impact-
focused investment experience in agricultural value chains, 
our objectives were to:
•	support the creation of sustainable wild capture 
fisheries investment strategies by identifying appropriate 
frameworks for the assessment and development of 
intervention opportunities.
•	 identify and categorize potential impact investment 
opportunities in wild capture fisheries utilizing a 
combination of frameworks in three countries.
•	 in the absence of impact investment opportunities, 
document value chain constraints preventing such 
opportunities.
the six main factors 
contributing to 
an economically 
sustainable value 
chain are data, 
management, market 
differentiation, 
infrastructure, 
finance and 
investable entities.   
 
a fishery must 
address each factor 
in order to provide 
an environment 
conducive to 
investment.
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We concluded that to provide an environment for investment 
and long-term environmental and social sustainability, 
fisheries must address six main constraints—data, 
management, market differentiation, infrastructure, finance 
and the lack of investable harvester level organizations. 
our findings further imply that a strategy to address these 
constraints simultaneously is obligatory. none of the 
fisheries reviewed had addressed all six. From an investment 
perspective, investing in open access, wild capture dcF for 
only social and financial outcomes is likely to exacerbate 
and accelerate rates of stock extraction in often already 
depleted stocks.
even where investable entities did exist, the business 
case for sustainable practices was either poorly 
understood or did not exist. in both situations, the lack 
of reliable information and innovative pilot initiatives is 
hampering the ability to make grant and program-related 
investment (Pri) decisions based on historical data, 
which is necessary for effective due diligence. Given 
the gap between sustainable fisheries initiatives and the 
requirements of impact investors, we therefore recommend 
the development of a portfolio of pilot solutions which 
should include opportunities to improve information and 
“test and pilot” potential models.
We are grateful to the david and lucile Packard 
Foundation and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 
for their support of this work.
Methodology
We used a data-driven usaid value chain approach2 to 
evaluate a total of five fisheries in three different regions 
through field based interviews: a multi-species fisheries 
value chain in the Baja peninsula area of Mexico; the 
indonesian blue swimming crab (Bsc), snapper, and 
skipjack and yellowfin tuna value chains; and the california 
groundfish value chain on the West coast of the u.s. 
in addition, we used a range of frameworks and models 
during the course of these assessments, including: 
“Priming the Pump: the case for a sector Based approach 
to impact investing”3 from the omidyar network; “From 
Blueprint to scale: the case for Philanthropy in impact 
investing”4 by Monitor institute; and finally, from edF 
and isu, “towards investment in sustainable Fisheries: a 
Framework for Financing the transition.”5 
2 usaid value chain development wiki; https://www.microlinks.org/good-
practice-center/value-chain-wiki
3 Bannick M., Goldman P.; “Priming the Pump: the case for a sector Based 
approach to impact investing”; 2012; http://www.omidyar.com/sites/default/
files/file_archive/insights/Priming%20the%20Pump_omidyar%20network_ 
sept_2012.pdf
4 koh h., karamchandani a., katz r.; “From Blueprint to scale: the case for 
Philanthropy in impact investing”; april 2012; https://www.mim.monitor.com/
blueprinttoscale.html
5 holmes, l., strauss, c. k., de vos, k., Bonzon, k.; “towards investment in 
sustainable Fisheries: a Framework for Financing the transition”; 2014, 
edF and isu; http://www.50in10.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/fisheries_
handbook.pdf
the edF/isu 
framework identifies 
three key enablers 
that are prerequisites 
to increased value: 
secure tenure, 
sustainable 
harvests, and robust 
monitoring and 
enforcement.  
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the omidyar and Monitor models are extremely useful 
if and where enterprise opportunities exist and a pool of 
talented entrepreneurs or sMes are working on solutions. 
in the absence of these participants, these models are 
difficult to apply. the edF/isu framework is a very useful 
benchmark for assessing fisheries, and combining it with 
the usaid value chain approach significantly enhances 
its utility. the latter allows practitioners to be very specific 
with regard to identifying constraints and opportunities 
and permits funders to assess and prioritize intervention 
strategically.
While each had merits, our ultimate findings rested on 
utilizing a combination of the edF/isu framework and the 
usaid value chain approach. indeed, we found the value 
chain approach critical to understanding the specifics of 
how to achieve many of the key elements identified in the 
edF/isu framework. 
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Value Chain
Investment
Requirements InterventionsKey Data Points
Actions taken at levels with darker colors 
are associated with more direct impact on 
the resource; the farther from the resource 
the action is taken, the more indirect and 
harder to trace the impact will be.
SOURCES: 
USAID Value Chain Development wiki, https://www.microlinks.org/good-prac-
tice-center/value-chain-wiki
Holmes, L., Strauss, C. K., de Vos, K., Bonzon, K.; “Towards investment in 
sustainable fisheries: A framework for financing the transition”; 2014; Environ-
mental Defense Fund and The Prince of Wales’s International Sustainability 
Unit; http://www.50in10.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/
fisheries_handbook.pdf    © Wilderness Markets
Integrated Framework
In sustainable fisheries, secure tenure is 
guaranteed through various measures, 
including quota, licenses and permits. 
Numerous NGOs are working to provide 
secure tenure in fisheries.
• Primary Processor
• Secondary Processor
Fish and Seafood
Wholesalers 
• Domestic
• Export
• Fish and Seafood Markets
• Restaurants
• Food Service
• Local Markets
• Grocery Stores
• Specialty/Gourmet Shops
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Many types of gear are used to harvest the 
resource; numerous NGOs focus their efforts 
to find low impact/high-efficiency gear.
• Domestic vs Export Markets
• Commodity
• Mid-price
• High Value—speciality and “craft” markets
• Fish and Seafood 
Markets
• Restaurants
• Food Service
• Local Markets
• Grocery Stores
• Specialty/Gourmet 
Shops
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Services vary in importance by fishery:
• Primary Pr cessor
• Secondary Processor
Fish and Seafood
Wholesalers 
• Domestic
• Export
01Resource: Stock health, landings volume and value
02
Harvesters: 
Fleet size, capacity, and 
landings volume and 
value by gear type
03Shoreside Services: Availability, condition, and control
04
Processing and Distribution: 
Number and location of 
processors, logistical 
infrastructure, and number 
of product lines
05Sales Outlet: Product preparation
06End Market: Product preparation, and export volumes and values
• Ice
• Fuel
• Bait
• Cold storage
• Unloading
• Boat and net 
repair
• Food 
provisioner
UPGRADING BY:
Improving products
Improving process
Specializing in new functions
Moving into new market 
channels
UPGRADING REQUIRES:
Access to supporting markets
Access to learning, know-how, 
skills
Appropriate incentives 
(consider risks, expected 
returns)
Market Upgrading Strategies 
UPGRADING BY:
Certification
Standards and branding
Improved differentiation
Access to infrastructure and 
services
UPGRADING REQUIRES:
Strong producer / harvester 
associations
Strong trade associations 
Strong regulatory environment 
Firm Level Upgrading Strategies 
Key Enablers of Sustainability
Secure Tenure
Sustainable Harvests
Robust Monitoring and Enforcement
Alternative Tenure Mechanisms
TURF’s
Concessions
Reserves
Cost for design / planning of gover-
nance and implementation
Costs for on going management and 
monitoring
Fleet Capacity Management Costs
Cost for design/planning of 
governance and implementation
Costs for on going management 
and monitoring
Fleet capacity management 
costs
STOCK 
HEALTH
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Findings and recommendations
Potential imPact investment oPPortunities
the key constraint to investing impact capital in each 
of the fisheries was the lack of tBl entities. With the 
exception of the Baja california lobster cooperatives (a 
subset of the Baja multi-species fishery in Mexico) and a 
number of emerging california, u.s. based opportunities, 
we were unable to identify a model or an organization with 
an effective solution to this issue. this “pioneer gap,” in 
and of itself, is indicative of the challenge and points to 
the likelihood that a policy change is needed, particularly 
in dcFs. 
table 1 aggregates identified potential investment 
opportunities and their impacts as assessed at the time 
of review, the majority of which are designed around a 
“good middleman” or aggregator model. no group focuses 
directly on addressing all aspects of tBl returns. While a 
number of u.s. opportunities are emerging, they depend 
on successful implementation of the quota system on the 
West coast to ensure their conservation outcomes. they 
do not directly engage in securing conservation outcomes. 
notably, the only dcF opportunities focused on achieving 
conservation outcomes at the time of the review were non-
profit entities.
sustainable value chain constraints
our assessments revealed six main constraints to 
sustainable seafood investments: data, management, 
market differentiation, infrastructure, finance and a lack of 
investable entities at the harvester level. Prioritizing efforts 
to address these constraints, at the same time as the key 
enablers, are imperative to ensure successful achievement 
of tBl outcomes at the enterprise level.
table 1 
aggregated “investment” oPPortunities and targeted imPacts
value chain  
Position / 
role
financial, 
livelihoods  
and 
conservation
financial 
only
financial  
and 
livelihoods
livelihoods 
and 
conservation
Baja area, MX aggregator 2 1
california, u.s. aggregator 5*
indonesia aggregator 3
indonesia ta 2
indonesia Finance 1 1
*due to iFQ system
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data gaps
to effectively attract more than philanthropic capital, 
harvesters, potential impact investors, and sustainability 
financiers need to be able to realistically assess risk and 
return. this is particularly true in the dcFs, where poor 
data extends throughout the value chain. Quality data 
is less of an issue in the u.s. example, where strong 
resource, harvester, and first receiver data exists, is 
accessible, and useful for assessing risk. however, the u.s. 
fishery lacks useful end market data.
Further complicating the data issue is the inconsistency 
from fishery to fishery, and often within the same fishery. 
even with the presence of the same nGos working at 
the same levels of the value chain in the fisheries, data 
remains inconsistent with no obvious efforts by any groups 
to coordinate data collection. this may be efficient in the 
short-term, but not in the long-term.
a key concern at the resource level was lack of a reliable, 
trusted and robust mechanism to share stock health data 
with all value chain participants, particularly in dcFs, and 
to a limited extent in some u.s. fisheries. in locations 
where participants do not trust the data or the providers of 
the data, significant management challenges arise. 
all value chains, including the u.s., suffer from the lack 
of quantified end market data. despite the growth and 
attention given to certification and sustainability programs, 
little market segmentation data or differentiation research 
related to costs and benefits is available to the value 
chains. end market research to quantify demand and 
document attributes will provide value chain participants 
with the necessary basis to determine the value of 
certification programs, and of differentiating products 
through sustainability initiatives.
Quantified market data will also be useful to a range 
of funders—philanthropic as well as return seeking— 
to assess the viability of, and prioritize potential for, 
investment opportunities associated with improved 
management.
▼
recommendation: 
government and philanthropic capital 
should provide leadership to improve data 
quality, consistency, and accessibility to 
clearly communicate the size and scope 
of market opportunities and stock health 
opportunities, respectively. ensuring 
consistent data across fisheries should be 
a priority. 
table 2 
key information gaPs identified across value chains
baJa, mx
multi-
sPecies
indo  
tuna/ 
snaPPer
indo  
bsc
ca, u.s.  
groundfish
available data is 
consistent  
across fisheries
stock health na a na ar n
harvesting methods and 
practices
na a a ar n
catch locations na na na ar n
First receiver / landings 
data
a a a ar n
costs and pricing at the 
harvester and processor 
levels
na na na ar n
infrastructure 
assessments
na na na na n
end market demand 
assessments
na na na na na
key 
ar: available and reported as reliable | a: available | na: not readily available or not available
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management
missing key enablers
secure tenure, sustainable harvests, and robust monitoring 
and enforcement are critical to the long-term health of 
natural marine ecosystems and the enterprises that depend 
on them. however, only the u.s. West coast Groundfish 
fishery in california has established these three key 
enablers. the dcFs assessed had not made this switch, 
and in most cases, were still debating whether such a 
switch was necessary. 
With the improvements in tenure, harvest management and 
robust monitoring and enforcement, the u.s. fishery has 
realized overall improved stock health, which is in stark 
contrast to the dcFs reviewed, where poor data and poor 
data access, open access fisheries, poor enforcement, and 
a lack of management were often compared to operating in 
the “Wild West.”
▼
recommendation: 
efforts to directly link improved economic 
and social outcomes to implementation 
of the key enablers should happen 
simultaneously—a direct lesson from the 
u.s. west coast groundfish fishery in 
california example, where biological success 
has been achieved, but economic success 
is lagging.
table 3
Presence or absence of key enablers, drivers and requirements using the edf/isu framework
baJa, mexico indonesia california, u.s.
lobster 
coops
multi- 
species bsc
tuna  
commodity
yf / skJ 
frozen / fresh snapper
west coast  
groundfish fishery
key enablers
secure tenure y n n n n n y
sustainable harvests y n n n n n y
Monitoring and enforcement y n n n n n y
key drivers
stock health y n n n n n y
operational efficiency y n n n n n n
Market value y n y n y n n
key requirements
Business case y y n n n n y
investable entities y n n n n n y
Mechanism to capture return y n n n n n y
Framework source: holmes, l. et al
notes: yF = yellowfin; skJ = skipjack
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market differentiation
lack of a business case for sustainability
the additional costs associated with implementing 
potentially sustainable practices were not compensated in 
the value chains assessed, either through reduced costs 
or improved pricing power. some participants indicated 
these differentiating practices were important for market 
access purposes, particularly the u.s., australia or the 
eu. however, market differentiation is currently irrelevant 
for the large volumes of indonesian landings in the tuna 
and snapper value chains consumed locally or exported 
to asian markets. similarly, competition between seafood 
exporters in primary import-dependent nations appears to 
be reducing pricing options.
this lack of a clear business case for differentiation 
through sustainability is compounded by harvesters and 
nGos with strengths other than formulation of business 
cases for changes in practice, and by the open access 
systems, which incentivizes the “race to fish” over any 
effort to conserve resources or improve management.
infrastructure
access to appropriate infrastructure allows  
access to markets
Most value chains had some stakeholders with access to 
appropriate infrastructure, but these examples highlighted 
the lack of access that the majority of the value chain 
faced. For example, in indonesia, access to ice and a  
buyer with adequate cold chain provisions makes the 
difference between a $1 to $2 per kilogram tuna and a  
$4 per kilogram tuna. Without access to good 
infrastructure and shoreside services like ice, cold 
chain, unloading facilities, buyers and processors, many 
harvesters will not have access to higher value markets. 
similar conditions exist in a number of u.s. West coast 
ports in regards to the groundfish fishery, which impedes 
access to markets.
finance
limited active financial intermediaries 
almost all impact lenders interviewed across the fisheries 
expressed a high degree of willingness to engage in 
this market if they were able to find a way through the 
aforementioned constraints. however, given the nature 
of the pioneer gap, impact capital is unlikely to enter 
this market at scale until there is some agreement on a 
tested and proven model and a pool of viable investment 
opportunities. 
▼
recommendation: 
efforts should focus on building the capacity of harvesters and 
harvester groups to implement upgrades in conjunction with 
the drivers of stock health that will set their product apart in 
the markets (i.e., differentation). equitable access to stock 
health and market data will be indispensable to harvesters when 
developing business models based on differentiation.
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significantly, in the context of the capital needed to 
assure stock health through improved data collection, 
enforcement and management, none of the groups 
identified appears to be focused on developing a 
sustainable fisheries management finance mechanism 
(right side of the integrated framework on page 6). the 
few participants active in this market are focused on 
value chain finance (left side of the integrated framework) 
as opposed to financing that would improve fisheries 
management. this presents a major constraint in the 
development of a sustainable fisheries sector in dcFs.
investable entities
lack of tbl investable entities
a critical constraint to investing impact capital in each 
of the dcFs at the resource or the harvester level was the 
almost complete lack of tBl entities. With the exception 
of the u.s., where quota mechanisms are potentially 
investable at the resource level, there are limited 
investment opportunities at the resource level or the 
harvester level in international markets. 
at the harvester level, all dcF value chains began with the 
aggregator as the first legal entity, effectively excluding 
harvesters from any economic activity other than as a 
provider of biomass. this is less of a concern in the u.s. 
fishery assessed, where harvesters are recognized as legal 
entities.
cooperatives and small and medium sized enterprises 
(sMes) have played an important role in the development 
of more equitable agricultural value chains. however, for 
a varying range of social, cultural, historical and political 
reasons, they do not appear to be an active part in the 
dcF value chains evaluated with the notable exception 
of the Baja, Mexico, lobster cooperatives. indeed, co-ops 
in dcFs appear to remain flawed vehicles for enterprise 
development, in part due to their governance structure and 
in part due to a history of poor management and political 
interference. there may be a business role for a developing 
cadre of permit bank associations in the u.s. West coast 
Groundfish fishery, although this remains nascent. 
harvester horizontal self-organization for upgrading 
to improve efficiencies and capture increased market 
value was severely lacking, despite the presence of such 
opportunities in all the reviewed fisheries. though less 
challenged than dcFs, the u.s. fishery was still subject 
to issues that prevent harvesters’ ability to either improve 
efficiencies or capture market value. 
this has resulted in the dependence on aggregators, aka 
“middlemen,” and first receivers of catch who are able to 
adopt upgrading strategies in response to market demands, 
and have captured market share as a consequence. 
While there are many upgrading opportunities related 
to logistics and access to markets, we identified two 
significant risks: 
•	 in the absence of effective management and controls, 
upgrading strategies are likely to lead to increased effort, 
as was experienced in agricultural markets.
•	upgrading strategies are capitalized upon by the 
aggregator or first receiver to the detriment of the 
harvester. 
▼
recommendation: 
validate investable business models 
that effectively bring together harvesters 
to represent their interests. building 
the capacity to develop viable business 
models, adopt upgrading strategies, 
improve efficiencies and access markets 
is a critical component of the long-term 
economic sustainability for the harvesters. 
given the livelihood opportunities available 
in many fisheries, efforts to directly link 
improved economic and social outcomes 
to implementation of improved fisheries 
governance should happen at the same 
time. 
compounding this challenge, we were 
unable to identify any intermediaries or 
facilitators who could effectively fill this 
gap, particularly in dcfs. if implementing 
the key enablers and developing viable 
business models linked to improved 
management is a priority, this is an urgent 
need.
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value chain and develoPment caPacity
Given the constraints documented in our assessments, 
as well as the lack of effective tBl models, a significant 
market gap exists in facilitating the development 
of viable, sustainable and investable models in the 
sustainable seafood supply chain. With the high need 
for self-sustaining financial models in wild capture 
fisheries, this gap is particularly critical. Without the 
necessary practitioners to develop and implement these 
opportunities, the market will continue to develop very 
slowly. 
▼
recommendation: 
in order to accelerate the development of investable entities and 
build viable business cases for impact capital, the development 
of and support for practitioners skilled in understanding market 
based opportunities and value chain constraints should be 
supported with the same level of urgency as has traditionally been 
focused addressing the key enablers. 
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development of a  
Pilot solutions Portfolio 
this value chain end market data for sustainable seafood 
products is a priority. in our research, we encountered 
numerous harvesters and aggregators who had access 
to sustainable seafood but did not understand the best 
ways to connect it to the market, including channels of 
as our field research shows, this market is still in a very early 
stage of development, as depicted in table 4. 
significant risks continue to exist, not just within the value 
chain or in stock biology, but particularly around fisheries 
governance. as we have seen, developing sustainable seafood 
value chains requires simultaneously addressing a suite of 
issues. on the assumption that the key enablers are being 
addressed and that secure tenure is part of the solution, 
there are two kinds of value chain-based opportunities 
appropriate for impact investment support: the first designed 
to inform; the second designed to test and pilot potential 
models. the former “inform” interventions, which will provide 
information about conditions, opportunities and constraints, 
is most appropriate for grants. the latter, “test and pilot” 
interventions, while grant based initially, will integrate a 
design to transition to Pri opportunities with the idea that 
this work could lead to entities attractive to impact investors. 
each is outlined in this section.
grant-based oPPortunities to Provide 
information needed to smooth the way
rather than instigate direct investments, grant-based 
opportunities will inform current and potential value 
chain participants of the conditions, opportunities and 
constraints in the sustainable seafood value chain.
First, end market demand assessments will help all value 
chains assessed, including the u.s. as an example, 
despite the growth and attention given to certification 
programs, little market segmentation data or differentiation 
research is available to harvesters, processors or 
distributors to gauge the size of the target market and 
potential monetary returns for such certification efforts.
early-stage 
develoPment
establishment of 
business
model
rePlication/ 
scale-uP commercialization
regulatory
policy, markets
development of regulation and market structures
description •	Pilot projects/proof of 
concept
•	experimental 
approaches
•	single ecosystem 
projects
•	stable expectation of 
cash flows, risks and 
returns
•	Government 
establishes regulatory 
framework
•	Multiple proven 
projects spanning a 
country, or replication 
of proven business 
model across 
multiple countries or 
ecosystems
•	tradable investments 
into conservation 
classes
•	investments into 
associated markets
investment
instruments
•	venture philanthropy
•	Ground-making equity/
catalytic first-loss 
absorbing equity
•	Grants/donations
•	seed funding
•	Project and early-stage 
finance
•	venture capital
•	specialized investment 
vehicles (e.g., funds, 
feeder platforms)
•	equity investment
•	Market instruments 
(e.g., equity, bonds, 
options)
•	securitized cash flows
investors •	nGos
•	Grant-making trusts
•	venture philanthropists
•	development banks
•	venture philanthropists
•	development banks
•	nGos
•	hnWis
•	large-scale nGo Jvs
•	development banks
•	hnWis
•	institutional investors
•	retail investors
•	hnWis
investment 
profile
•	very high risk 
compared to similar 
investments in other 
sectors
•	very illiquid
•	uncertain recovery of 
principal
•	high risk
•	Medium investment 
horizon possible
•	Possibly high irr 
upon exit
•	Medium risk
•	long-term, stable 
returns
•	long investment 
horizon, rather illiquid
•	low risk compared to 
similar investments in 
other sectors
•	liquid
source: cs/WWF/Mckinsey
table 4 
stages of the conservation investment life cycle
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distribution, pricing options, geographic locations of their 
potential end markets and associated logistical costs, or 
key attributes (packaging requirements and costs) and 
features (should it be marketed as “local,” “sustainable,” 
“artisanal,” etc.).
 
Groups like the Fort Bragg Groundfish association would 
greatly benefit if they knew, for example, if there was a 
viable, alternative market for dover sole discards; if chefs in 
the san Francisco area are looking for 100 lbs of “local” fish 
per week priced at $4/lb in 8oz portion sizes or if markets 
in Berkeley could buy 200 lbs of “sustainably caught, low 
mercury” frozen fillets at $5/lb every two weeks. 
Facilitating the development of this information will, at 
worst, serve as a baseline for whether such demand exists 
and how it can be quantified. at best, it will encourage 
existing firms to engage in the sustainable seafood market, 
as well as potentially attract new investors.
second, detailed business case feasibility assessments 
would assist existing or new firms as well as potential 
investors in considering investment opportunities. 
specifically, this type of assessment would show 
what species, product types and lines of business are 
sustainable and profitable, what’s not, and under what 
conditions. For example, it would help in understanding 
the importance of a “portfolio” of species in supporting 
profitability, or understanding the utility of Msc 
certification and the potential additional revenue gained 
by doing so. this type of assessment does not appear to be 
commonly available or understood by many of the groups 
seeking to align the seafood value chain with sustainability.
third, standardized data sets, particularly in dcfs, are 
critical for facilitating discussions around stock health, 
sustainable harvests and value. specifically, consistently 
collecting data for fleet size and location, landing 
volumes, prices paid by first receivers, location of catch 
and sizes of the fish, and the country where the fish is 
ultimately consumed would be invaluable for management, 
monitoring and enforcement, as well as for value chain 
participants and investors. equally important is the 
establishment of a trusted mechanism to share stock 
health data, accessible for all value chain participants.
Fourth, support the development of a sustainable fisheries 
management finance models. this relates to the capital 
needed to assure stock health through improved data 
collection, enforcement and management on the right 
side of the value chain framework (see page 6). Given 
the importance of this function, and the fact that it does 
not appear to be an area of focus or investigation, this 
should be a priority. efforts would focus on: building 
an understanding of what is meant by and required 
for effective fisheries management; developing an 
understanding of the budget and financial implications 
and opportunities; developing strategies to realign existing 
capital flows to address these requirements and to link 
value chain improvements to fishery management finance; 
and, if possible, structuring acceptable repayment 
mechanisms.
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grant or Program-related investments to 
triPle bottom line enterPrises 
due to the dearth of existing models from which to learn, 
innovative pilots that link stock health and value chain 
improvements warrant support from philanthropies and 
impact investors. investing in these pilots will remove 
the high financial hurdle for entrepreneurs, mitigate 
some of the associated financing risks and allow for the 
development of and support for enterprises that create 
benefits for communities and the environment.
interventions to test and pilot concepts designed 
to improve stock health through improved fisheries 
management such as turFs, fishery reserves, and 
concessions linked to improved value chain business 
cases remains challenging. unfortunately, no one has 
successfully linked these disciplines to date. 
Product and firm level upgrading pilots, which address 
constraints at different levels of the value chain, can move 
forward at the same time or at staged intervals depending 
on the conditions within the fishery and the value chain. 
in some locations, each could take place concurrently, 
providing upgrades at multiple levels of the value chain 
at the same time. For example, contingent upon stock 
management improvements, some Mexican fisheries 
products should be upgraded to a higher quality through 
a more consistent use of ice at the harvester level and 
through quicker transport to market at the aggregator level, 
i.e., concurrent product-level upgrades at different levels of 
the value chain. 
distribution and market level pilots would build off the 
outcomes of the market demand assessments, (see 
page 13). these differ from the “product and firm level” 
upgrades in that they target a level of the value chain 
closer to the end consumer. they would also ensure access 
to appropriate infrastructure like hoists for groundfish 
trawlers or ice and freezers based on profitability as 
determined by data from the market demand assessments. 
ideally, these models would incorporate or incentivize any 
needed changes on the water into their design. Practically 
speaking, this kind of intervention should formalize 
and strengthen horizontal relationships, like bringing 
together harvesters, as done by the Fort Bragg Groundfish 
association or bringing together producers through aPri 
in indonesia. Pilots like this would help harvesters and 
producers analyse profitability regarding infrastructure 
development or access, provide capital for marketing, and 
possibly provide funding for appropriate certification.
table 5: 
firm level uPgrading strategies
uPgrading by:
improving products
improving process
specializing in new functions
Moving into new market channels
uPgrading requires:
access to supporting markets 
access to learning, know-how, skills
appropriate incentives (consider risks, 
expected returns)
source: usaid
▼
recommendation: 
the pioneer gap demonstrates a need for 
philanthropic capital to experiment and 
pilot business models capable of achieving 
triple bottom line outcomes. we do not 
believe the challenge is a lack of capital, 
but rather the willingness to experiment 
and failure of this market to develop 
suitable models and investable entities. 
we believe a focus on these elements in 
collaboration with financial intermediaries 
will result in increased participation in this 
market. Philanthropic capital can play an 
important role in experimenting with and 
accelerating models in priority markets. 
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Finally, we recommend that these pilots include 
artisanal harvesters, since they often bear the burden of 
conservation strategies, but program design excludes them 
from immediate benefits; developing financial inclusion 
pilots for the very poor is essential. specifically, we suggest 
involving financial institutions to provide access to micro 
savings and loans, potentially digitally via mobile networks, 
along with access to appropriate infrastructure to preserve 
quality and reduce waste, in exchange for conservation 
measures such as complying with turFs, no take areas, 
size limits and similar measures, depending on the fishery.
Potential options include:
•	microfinance tied to conservation outcomes: small 
loans to fishers in exchange for improved conservation 
practices, restrictions on activities, gear change, support 
for management improvements or all of the above.
•	working capital tied to conservation outcomes: product- 
upgrading loans to “good middlemen” in exchange for 
minimum size and seasonal closure support.
•	Patient capital tied to reduction of effort: seed 
funding for reduction of effort initiatives tied to future 
improvements resulting from biological recovery.
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table 6 
ProPosed Pilot solutions Portfolio
*
address stock health constraints
targeted outcome Purpose examples
in
Fo
r
M
 a
n
d
 
Fa
c
il
it
at
e
Market demand 
assessments 
understand market demand drivers for products to evaluate 
financial value of certifications, branding, etc.
california, u.s., end market demand assessment (proposed)
defined business 
cases
Build firm level vc* participation in sustainably sourced 
seafood
Market demand assessments
assess business feasibility of interventions Pilot, document and share viable triple bottom models, e.g., smartfish 
develop market level 
upgrading strategies
Build fishery level vc* participation in sustainably sourced 
seafood
Market demand assessments
Business case for differentiation, standards and branding, certification 
P
il
o
t
clearly defined data 
requirements
assess stock health for management and investment risk 
assessments using consistent data parameters
Potentially, MBa seafood Watch data points
national and local fisheries management, potential investors, harvester 
groups and first receivers would provide input to determine datasets, 
feasibility and implementation.
secure monitoring Feeds into the data requirements; Provide data inputs for 
managers and value chain participants
vessel Monitoring systems (e.g. Pelagic data systems)
iFish in coordination with iMacs, MdPi, and kkP
sustainable harvests address governance constraints to effective management 
sustainably manage resource
Quota based catch share initiatives 
secure tenure reduce leakage informal and/or communal mechanisms to provide economic incentive 
for stewardship at a fishery or national level:
local and/or regional turFs
reserves
concessions
Provide economic incentives for stewardship in areas of strong gov. 
support:
sovereign fishery management initiatives
address value chain constraints
P
il
o
t
Financial inclusion create value and prove the triple bottom line case for 
inclusion through:
•	BoP strategies for inclusion 
•	Models utilizing micro-lending and savings focused around 
very poor in emerging and frontier markets
no partners or examples identified at this time in dcFs
develop pilot firm level 
upgrading strategies
validate upgrading strategies tied to conservation and social 
outcomes through triple bottom line models
no partners or examples identified at this time
Pilot secure livelihoods models
share analysis of model outcomes for field building
double bottom line models, e.g., Blue you and anova
*vc = value chain
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conclusion
Given the investments in developing sustainable fisheries 
pilots, we expected to have identified a range of investment 
opportunities in each of the fisheries assessed, from pre-
blueprint all the way to scale, some for small-holders, 
others medium-sized enterprises, and each would have 
strong tBl impacts delivered by solid, investable entities. 
however, we did not find investment opportunities that 
could address the suite of challenges associated with 
improving financial and social outcomes, while also 
contributing to conservation outcomes, particularly in 
the dcFs. our research indicates that this is due to six 
main constraints to an economically sustainable fisheries 
value chain—data, management, market differentiation, 
infrastructure, finance and the lack of investable entities. 
thus, while there are impact investors interested in these 
markets, and there are a number of livelihood opportunities 
for investment, there are few to no entities ready to take on 
investments that are capable of achieving a tBl outcome, 
similar to examples in the agricultural markets. in reality, 
investing in the open access, wild capture dcfs for only 
economic and/or social outcomes is likely to exacerbate 
and accelerate both the degree and rate of fish extraction.
conditions in the u.s. West coast Groundfish fishery in 
california are an important and relevant counterpoint to 
the dcFs assessed. harvesters who have successfully 
navigated the management changes and accessed 
necessary infrastructure and markets have seen improved 
economic outcomes. however, for the majority of this 
fishery, despite the improvements at the resource level, 
the challenges faced by the harvesters remain consistent 
with dcFs due to their lack of access to appropriate 
information, infrastructure, and markets. 
looking across the value chains assessed, taking action on 
solely one point, such as improving data management, has 
not instigated a cascade of solutions toward sustainability. 
in fact, the data shows that all six sustainable value chain 
constraints—data, management, market differentiation, 
infrastructure, finance, and the lack of investable 
entities—must be addressed simultaneously to move 
toward investable, self-sustaining fisheries. similarly, 
linking the value chain approach to the edF/isu framework 
allows for a data-driven, market focused approach in 
selecting, prioritizing and implementing interventions. 
ultimately, developing sustainable seafood value chains 
means developing a portfolio of solutions. on the 
assumption that the key enablers are being addressed 
and that secure tenure is part of the solution, there are 
two kinds of value chain based opportunities appropriate 
for foundation-type support: the first will inform value 
chains by providing information about the conditions, 
opportunities and constraints and is most appropriate for 
grants; the latter will test and pilot models in seafood value 
chains that are based on successful innovations in other 
value chains. the “test and pilot” work is also appropriate 
for grants and, we anticipate, program-related investment, 
which could lead to triple bottom line entities attractive to 
impact investors.
in the end, success hinges on whether the stakeholders are 
willing to work together and, most of all, put in the hard 
work needed to address all the constraints.
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about us
Wilderness Markets is working with a range of 
philanthropic and impact investors to assess sustainable 
seafood markets in order to facilitate the development of 
conservation focused impact investment opportunities in 
fisheries globally.
With the support of the david and lucile Packard 
Foundation and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, 
we have had the opportunity to assess four fisheries in 
developing country Fisheries (dcFs) and two u.s. fisheries 
in order to identify and assess the constraints preventing 
impact capital from accessing this market. at the same 
time, we identified potential investment opportunities 
within these fishery value chains.
our work over the past two years has taken us through the 
new england groundfish fishery (u.s), a multi-species 
value chain in Baja california, indonesia’s value chains 
for yellowfin and skipjack tuna, blue swimming crab, 
and red snapper and the West coast groundfish value 
chain in california (u.s). these fisheries were assessed 
against a common set of frameworks in order to maintain 
consistency, with an overall focus on development and 
improved economic outcomes for harvesters.
Wilderness Markets clients include the david and lucile 
Packard Foundation, the Gordon and Betty Moore 
Foundation, the environmental defense Fund, the World 
Bank Group and others. 
learn more about us www.wildernessmarkets.com
about our Funders
the david and lucile Packard foundation
For more than 50 years, the david and lucile Packard 
Foundation has worked with partners around the world to 
improve the lives of children, families, and communities—
and to restore and protect our planet.
the gordon and betty moore foundation 
the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation fosters path-
breaking scientific discovery, environmental conservation, 
patient care improvements and preservation of the special 
character of the Bay area. visit www.moore.org or follow  
@MooreFound.
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indonesia
We deeply appreciate the time and invaluable knowledge 
shared with us by the following people and organizations. 
their vast collective knowledge with the fishery and 
passion for promoting and protecting it and the people 
who rely on it added context and important nuance to 
our understanding of the value chain and constraints to 
investment. 
•	harvesters: crab fishermen on Madura island, around 
surabaya and in the Jakarta Bay area
•	associations: Jeremy crawford, ed rhodes, Brendan 
sweeny and rob kragh of the nFi crab council
•	financial organizations: Bambang ardayanto, ciMB 
niaGa; ellen Bogers, rabobank ne; ernest Bethe, iFc; 
herman haryanto, BtPn; Mariska adeline sukmajaya, 
rabobank indonesia; retno dwi Jayanti, rabobank 
Foundation; rezal kusumaatmadja, Pt rimba Makmur 
utama; slamet riyadi, koMida; thomas darmawan, 
aP5i; thomas ursem, rabobank rural Fund; Waasi 
sumintardja, BtPn
•	Processors, distributors, and retailers: agus Maryanto,  
Pt Grahamakmur ciptapratama; ardhayadi 
Mitroatmodjo, Pt dian swastatika sentosa; Bambang 
nugraha and John keeler, Blue star Foods; Bas 
Zeunbreuger and Blane olson, anova; Brendan sweeny, 
handy international; Fraser rieche, calkins and Burke 
ltd; ivan hans Jorgih (amin), Pt intimas surya; ivonne 
Peleh, Pt sinar Pure Foods; Jerry knecht, north atlantic 
seafood; kuncoro catur and M. novi saputra, kMl 
integrated Foods; lenny danuseputro, intan seafood; 
acknowledgements
rené Benguerel, Blue you; rob kragh, chicken of the 
sea/thai union; samuel calamba, Pt sinar Pure Foods; 
Wita setioko, Pt BMi; yanti djuari, Pt ocean Mitramas; 
yoga sadana, Pt siger Jaya abadi
•	non-profits and foundations: aditya utama and 
Momo kuchen, MdPi; andrew Bassford, iPlnF; anita 
dwipuspita and eky amrullah, eMitra; elvira yoanita, 
Micra; Grace retnowati, Microsave; hesti Maharini and 
Priyo Budi asmoro, icco Foundation; John claussen 
and stuart Green, david and lucile Packard Foundation; 
Meredith lopuch, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation; 
Maya spaull, Fairtrade usa; Peter Mous, the nature 
conservancy; taufiq alimi, rare; stuart campbell, 
Wilderness conservation society
•	other value chain companies: Peter van der linde, akvo; 
Pieter de vries, contained energy
•	consultants: dick Jones, oceans outcomes; dominic 
elson, seventy three; erika amelia; James hutchins; 
sari tolvanen, Marine change
•	government: artati Widiarti, dr aryo hanggono, erwin 
dwiyana, i. Made arhajaya, indonesian Ministry of 
Marine affairs and Fisheries (kkP); Michael Joyce, 
tnP2k (nat’l team for the acceleration of Poverty 
reduction); ray Purnama, usaid/unido; sarah 
Waddell, usaid-iMacs; sudari Pawiro, unido;  
thomas strobel, GiZ; tim Moore, usaid-ssG
With special thanks to arie Prabawa for his insight and 
contributions.
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u.s. west coast
We deeply appreciate the time and invaluable knowledge 
shared with us by the following people and organizations. 
their vast collective knowledge with the fishery and 
passion for promoting and protecting it and the people 
who rely on it added context and important nuance to 
our understanding of the value chain and constraints to 
investment. 
•	harvesters: Bob dooley, david crabbe, Gino (Joey) 
Pennisi, Giovanni comin, Geoff Bettencourt, richard 
deyerle, and rob and tiffani seitz
•	associations: lisa damrosch, half Moon Bay Groundfish 
Marketing association; Michelle norvell, Fort Bragg 
Groundfish association; sherry Flumerfelt, Monterey 
Bay Fisheries trust; Paul Parker, cape cod Fishermans 
alliance
•	financial organizations: evan herriot, northwest Farm 
credit services; Jeff osborn, dock street Brokers; 
Phoebe higgins, california Fisheries Fund; Mike 
dickerson, craft 3
•	Processors, distributors, and retailers: alan lovewell, 
local catch Monterey; howard Johnson, h.M. Johnson & 
associates; Michael lucas, north coast Fisheries; norah 
eddy, salty Girls seafood; Guy dean, albion Fisheries
•	non-profits and foundations: shems Jud, tim Fitzgerald, 
Phoebe higgins and kate Bonzon, environmental 
defense Fund; heather ludemann, david and lucile 
Packard Foundation; kate kauer, Melissa stevens, 
and tom dempsey, the nature conservancy; rachel 
strader and Meredith lopuch, Gordon and Betty Moore 
Foundation
•	consultants: henry Pontarelli, lisa Wise consulting;  
huff McGonigal, Fathom consulting; hank hansen, 
urner Barry; Monica Jain, Manta consulting
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mexico
We deeply appreciate the time and invaluable knowledge 
shared with us by the following people and organizations. 
their vast collective knowledge with the fishery and 
passion for promoting and protecting it and the people 
who rely on it added context and important nuance to 
our understanding of the value chain and constraints to 
investment. 
•	associations: ed rhodes, nFi crab council; ivan 
Martinez, sociedad cooperativa Buzos de Puerto Punta 
Peñasco
•	financial organizations: ellen Bogers, raboBank; Fabrice 
serfati and leon kraig, ignia Partners, llc; Frank 
hicks, Forest trends; Gustavo serna, velfin; luis Miguel 
ormeno, root capital
•	government: Martín Botello rubalcaba, conaPesca; 
Miguel angel cisneros Mata, inaPesca 
•	Processors, distributors, and retailers: Bill diMento, 
highliner Foods; Bob stryker, dimex ocean tech; Brent 
church, selecta seafood; catalina offshore; david 
Moldanado, hoyt Peckham, Jimena Betancourt and 
sandra enriquez, smartfish; davy lam, tai Foong; derek 
Figueroa, seattle Fish co.; logan koch, sM seafood; 
richard stavis, stavis seafoods; Pablo Ferrar, sargazo/
independent; Peter redmayne, sea Fare Group; sean o’ 
scannlain, Fortune Fish co. 
•	non-profits and foundations: amanda lejbowiicz, 
andrea saenz-arrollo, Jorge torre, louis Bourillon 
and Maria espinosa romero, coBi; ana lopez, 
conservation international; astrid J. scholz and sarah 
Mackenzie lonigro, ecotrust; amy hudson Weaver, 
niparaja; alejandro robles, nos; alejandra salazar, 
Pronatura; alejandro castillo lopez and  ramsés 
rodriguez, Pronatura noroeste; cecilia Blasco, FMcn; 
cristina villanueva, laura rodriguez and rafael ortiz, 
environmental defense Fund;  
dick Jones and Juan-Manuel caudillo, sustainable 
Fisheries Partnership; enrique sanjurjo, World Wildlife 
Fund; hector trinidad, ecoalianza; Jim humphreys, 
kelvin ng and nico Gutierrez, Marine stewardship 
council; John claussen, lisa Monzón and richard 
cudney, david and lucile Packard Foundation; Jordan 
Bailey and Mariana ledesma, Philanthropiece; kama 
dean and teresa ish, Walton Family Foundation; leah 
karrer, Global environmental Facility; Machangeles 
carvajal, suMar; Meredith lopuch, Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation; Peggy turk Boyer, cedo; Foundation; 
tobias aguirre, Fishwise; yigal kerzenbaum, rockefeller 
Foundation
•	other value chain companies: anwar dmitri kaelin, 
ais aqua Foods, inc; Beau Perry, olazul and Premium 
oceanic; neil sims, kampachi Farms, llc
•	academic: Brad erisman and octavio aburto-oropeza, 
scripps; elena Finkbeiner, stanford university Phd 
student; Xavier Basurto, cGGc/duke university
•	consultants: howard Johnson, h.M. Johnson & 
associates; kit Barron, caplog; Max levine, california 
environmental associates; Peter redmayne, sea Fare 
Group; sarah lowell and tegan hoffman, Blue earth 
consultants; steve Beverly
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